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the axis 2490 is a one-stop solution to connecting multiple serial devices to your computer. the axis 2490 supports all the popular serial devices, including modem servers, modem modems, line modems, and other serial devices. the axis 2490 replaces one or two serial
servers, long clumsy cables and a pc, to make for a tidy, convenient, installation that is seriously cost-effective compared to any traditional rs232 solution. contact any serial application or device remotely. once connected to the network, there are no physical constraints to

the distance over which a serial device can communicate (other than those imposed by your security firewall). this means that serial devices can now be managed and controlled centrally from anywhere on the network - that's extremely useful if many people need access to
the same device. service engineers, especially, will find the axis 2490 an invaluable tool for troubleshooting computer devices remotely: extending system uptime, and eliminating the need for moving parts, i.e. the hard drives in the pc's. this powerful device provides
convenient access to serial devices and software over the internet in addition to being able to configure specific operations of the device such as the number of devices to be activated in the device, which devices may be activated, the port number to use and the mac

address. the axis 2490 serial server also enables serial access to standard printers, fax machines, scanners, etc. the axis 2490 serial server is a cost-effective, robust solution for organizations that require internet access to serial devices, such as line printers, fax machines,
and scanners, in addition to the ability to configure specific operations of the devices such as the number of devices to be activated in the device, which devices may be activated, the port number to use and the mac address. with the axis 2490 serial server, it's now

possible to connect serial devices directly to a network without using a pc and empowering applications with convenient remote access to serial resources over http and tcp/ip.
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